Introduction
About half way down Rossville Street in the Catholic-nationalist Bogside area of Derry, Northern Ireland, stands a memorial to the thirteen civilians shot dead while peacefully marching against internment on January 30, 1972 . The site of the memorial, known locally as Speaker's Corner, was an obvious, logical and highly symbolic one 1 , given that the victims had died on the spot or close by, in Glenfada Park, and had used the alreadyexisting concrete platform at the corner to take cover on the day of the tragic shootings.
The event commemorated by this memorial, 'Bloody Sunday', was a highly contested event (Spillman and Conway, 2007; Conway, 2007 Conway, , 2005 Conway, , 2003 . Indeed, it could be considered a good example of a 'difficult past' (Fine, 2001; Teeger and VinitskySeroussi, 2007; Jordan, 2006; Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, 1991; Olick and Robbins, 1998 ) that gave rise to emotionally and politically charged and competing impulses to remember and to forget among both victims and perpetrators.
Reviewing the sociology of memory literature in their study of post-apartheid remembrance in South Africa, Teeger and Vinitzky-Seroussi (2007) argue that two possible kinds of commemoration can take place as responses to difficult pasts -a multivocal one in which a shared object gives expression to different meanings of an event and a fragmented one involving different temporal and spatial commemorations speaking to divergent publics. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial is a good example of a Durkheimian multivocal commemoration of 'building and enhancing social solidarity despite disagreement ' (Vinitsky-Seroussi, 2002: 47) and the Yitzhak Rabin memorial exemplifies the second, anti-Durkheimian kind (Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, 1991; Vinitsky-Seroussi, 2002) . In this and another influential work (Vinitsky-Seroussi, 2002) , Vinitsky-Seroussi proposes and elaborates a conceptual model that helps explain different commemorative outcomes focusing on three key factors: the influence of what she calls 'agents of memory', the salience of the past in the present, and the prevailing political climate. Teeger and Vinitzky-Seroussi go on to put forward, based on an analysis of a museum in post-apartheid South Africa, an alternative third response of 'overarching consensus', in which the focus is on carefully managing the form and content of commemorative objects to promote what they call a 'controlled consensus'.
Like South Africa, Northern Ireland is a society characterised by ongoing and deep sectarian division and an unsettled 2 political culture, heightened during the 1970s, the 1980s, and early 1990s, and thus offers an interesting point of comparison with other unsettled societies with controversial pasts such as Israel and South Africa. In this article, focusing on the Bloody Sunday memorial and to a lesser extent the annual commemorative march, I attempt to suggest that, in the 1970s through to the early 1990s, the Bloody Sunday case was an instructive example of the fragmented model and that from this period on it evolved into a consensual commemoration as the remembering society underwent political and social change. During this more recent period, I argue that Bloody Sunday commemoration revealed a convergence in the meanings associated with the event, one aligned with the earlier, non-hegemonic interpretation of NICRA (Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association). I also specify the conditions under which this is likely to develop. Based on this, I propose a model of consensual commemoration closely resembling Teeger and Vinitzky-Seroussi's 'controlled consensus' framework but departing from it by emphasising the core idea of the importance of convergence between different 'preferred meanings' of the past articulated across two key mnemonic sites rather than the closing down or omission of potentially disruptive narratives within a single memory site suggested by their analysis. Because Vinitsky-Seroussi's analysis lacks a long-range, historical vantage, the contingent and indeterminate nature of commemoration is not theorised very well and the Bloody Sunday case allows for a more extended temporal distance from the original event to help us better understand changing public representations of difficult or controversial pasts.
The focus of this article is the Bloody Sunday memorial and march although a multitude of cultural texts including murals, exhibitions, websites, books, posters, songs, poems and so forth now commemorate this event. Apart from the murals, the memorial is the only site of memory that is co-opted in the annual commemoration march. During this march a minute's silence is observed at the memorial, where floral wreaths are laid and prayers enacted earlier in the day, one site of memory shaping while at the same time being shaped by the other. Unlike the march, however, it has a permanent, year-round presence. It fixes time in space. With the one exception of a stained-glass window in the entrance porch of the city's Guildhall 3 , which was the product of a motion put before the city council and reflected 'state' memory more than it did local memory 4 , all of these Bloody Sunday memory sites were the result of the active efforts of bottom-up, grassroots civil society groups and explicitly and directly take issue with the official British government memory of the event encoded in the report of the Widgery Tribunal 5 .
The march that resulted in the shooting dead of thirteen civilians on January 30, 1972 , was one march among a myriad number organised across the province during its civil rights struggle. At this time, protest marches were part of the 'repertoire of contention ' (McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly, 2001 ) of disaffected nationalists aggrieved by the discriminatory actions of a hegemonic unionist government in housing, voting practices, and employment that affected their life chances. This event can be understood on two different though related levels. On the onehand, it is an historical event, the general contours and details of which are now well-known and not in dispute. A march against internment organised by the local Derry branch of the Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association took place in Derry city. It made its way from the Creggan estate to
William Street where a confrontation between some of the marchers and the British army took place. A barricade was erected across the street to prevent the march going to the city centre. Following the confrontation, an incursion by the army into the Bogside took place and thirteen civilians were shot died by the soldiers in the space of a few minutes, all shot in broad daylight and under the public gaze of the camera (Conway, 2005) .
But Bloody Sunday also has currency at the level of myth and specifically as an anti-British myth. Along with the Hunger Strikes 6 of the 1980s (Graham and Whelan, 2007) , it became a powerful symbol of that community's experiences of state violence and oppression and of a longer history of colonial domination and victimisation. While
Bloody Sunday also has meaning for the other tradition -unionists -and is the focus of commentary in local newspapers with a primarily Protestant readership, this articleapproaches the memory of Bloody Sunday from one side of this divided society, that is to say, from the nationalist side. However, as within Northern Irish nationalism, no single dominant interpretation of the event prevails among unionists and these meanings have undergone change over time from a dominant construction of the event as an example of nationalist civil disobedience to Bloody Sunday as an example of state injustice against the Other (Conway, 2005) . Significantly, there is no Protestant organised Bloody Sunday commemoration -itself an index of the 'our past' frame of reference that shapes sectarian commemorative activity in Northern Ireland (Longley, 2001 ) -although some Protestants do attend the nationalist organised commemorative events and some Protestant leaders have been invited to participate in them in recent years.
Methods and Data
The data for this case study analysis comes from thirty-one in-depth, semi-structured interviews carried out with members of the victims' families, memory choreographers, former civil rights activists, and community leaders over a six-month period of fieldwork in Derry. These interviews followed an interview schedule but were flexible enough to take account of different levels of knowledge of the memorial and other sites of memory among informants. Because I was interested in a particular group of people -those directly involved in organising Bloody Sunday commemoration events or those involved in controversies associated with it -I followed a purposive snowball sampling procedure (Sarantakos, 1993) press. Finally, I draw on political speeches made at the memorial during various commemorative events.
To help contextualise this analysis, I begin by grounding the present study within existing collective memory research specifically with respect to the social memory of memorials, of which there is a burgeoning literature (Teeger and Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2007; Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002; Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, 1991; Gregory and Lewis, 1988) . I also locate it within the literature on memory in the Northern Irish context. This is followed by a narrative history of the memorial focusing on the role of the Derry branch of NICRA in co-ordinating efforts to plan the memorial, secure the site, raise monies for its construction, and organise the unveiling. With respect to the march, my analysis draws on archival, interview, and participant observation data. I hope to show how the memorial was a repository of a non-violent political discourse articulated by NICRA and that this collided with an alternative discourse put forward by SF, manifested at its march, at which Bloody Sunday was pressed into service in the construction of a myth of nationalist victimhood reflected in historical asymmetries of political and discursive power. By the 1990s, the meaning of the memorial and march articulated with and reinforced one another as agreement developed around the quest for power to define what happened on Bloody Sunday. Then, drawing on the work of Jordan (2006) and Vinitzky-Seroussi (2002) , I examine the factors that help explain the changing form of the memorial (and march) including the role of memory choreographers, the salience of the past in the present, and the evolving political landscape. I look at the reception the memorial received and the extent to which it resonated with its intended audience and the conflicts, tensions and countercurrents that mediated the memorial's capacity to anchor NICRA's preferred meaning of the events of January 30, 1972 . Finally, I look at how this site of memory articulated with the annual commemorative march.
Setting the Context
There is a large and growing literature on the sociology of memorialisation and the contested nature of this process particularly with respect to what are termed 'difficult pasts' (Teeger and Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2007; Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002; Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, 1991; Misztal, 2003) . Because little consensus may exist about such things as who are the victims and who are the perpetrators of troubling pasts, the nature of these pasts, the nature of the state's role in the past, and how much responsibility for the past should be carried by different actors, the project of remembering traumatic events becomes particularly fraught and problematic. Put another way, remembering the past can be as much disabling as it is enabling and the capacity of social groups to articulate their preferred interpretation and meaning of the past is bound up with asymmetries in the distribution of power in society between cultural centres and peripheries (Olick and Robbins, 1998; Spillman, 1997) . These narratives of the past are in turn mobilised in the construction of identity story-lines at an individual and collective level and find concrete expression in various artefacts and practices of commemoration (Bell 2006) . Some scholars have found the construct of trauma to have some analytical value with respect to historical events that throw a depth charge into this narrative story-line of a group or collectivity, but the construction of a trauma narrative depends upon cultural mediation (Alexander, 2003; Bell, 2006) . In this account, events such as the Holocaust could be said to constitute culturally mediated traumas (Alexander, 2003 (Kertzer, 1988: 69) . In this case, in strong contrast with the Bloody Sunday example, the moral categories of 'victims' and 'perpetrators' are ambiguous and there is much more state activity and mobilisation around Vietnam War memory and commemoration. In the Bloody Sunday case, competing definitions of the situation got in the way of the construction of a coherent narrative about what happened. But a common feature of both of these stories was a concern about constructing a memorial that would do justice to the dead being remembered -simplicity being the order of the day -and the sacrifices they made while at the same time giving expression to each society's highest values of democracy and peace.
Vinitzky-Seroussi's work also addresses itself to struggles over the meaning of the past with respect to the Yitzhak Rabin memorial in Israel. In this interesting case, two memorials or 'spaces to remember' exist, one at Rabin's grave and another at the spot where he was assassinated (Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002 Taiwan and drawing attention to the less than savoury aspects of its power. These competing memories register a quarrel over 'the right to control social memory' (Simon, 2003: 125) and point to the mobilisable potential of the past as a resource in the narrative construction of national group identity (Ray, 2006) .
Within Northern Ireland in recent years, dealing with the legacies of this society's traumatic past and revitalising its moral tissue has become a topic of frequent public and political discourse (Hamber, 2007; Graham and Whelan, 2007; Longley, 2001 ). Lundy and McGovern, 2001; Hamber, 2007; Graham and Whelan, 2007) , adding to an expanding literature on remembrance in post-conflict societies or 'societies coming out of conflict' (Hamber, 2007; Brewer, 2006; Ray, 2006 Stories that people tell about the local geography of their community, bodily gestures and practices, the naming of spaces, and parades, all call up and constitute memories of the past in Northern Ireland (Kelleher, 2006; Bryan, 2000; Glassie, 1982; Jarman, 1997; Conway, 2007; Longley, 2001; Brewer, 2006 ) and help to underwrite people's identity vis-à-vis the Other in everyday life. Telling stories about the past then, in embodied and textual ways (Spillman and Conway, 2006; Simon, 2003) , plays a key role in group identity formation and in recent years participative oral history research projects, organised by local grassroots civil society organisations in places like Ardoyne and Derry, have developed as exercises in peace process 'truth telling' (Lundy and McGovern, 2001; Brewer, 2006) . In this account, there is an ethics of memory associated with the 'talking cure' (Gibbons, 1998) that calls attention to the lessons for contemporary living and the potential for healing and reconciliation with the Other that can be drawn from claiming a group's own traumatic and difficult past but there is no simple relationship between articulating one's own story and achieving justice. Being able to chronicle this 'authentic' vernacular memory as a counterpoint to official state memory is also part of this ethics of memory (Lundy and McGovern, 2001; Olick and Robbins, 1998; Bell, 2006) .
The British state has also taken upon itself the task of remembering Northern
Ireland's difficult past through a state-sponsored assessment of the 'problem' of memory (Bloomfield, 1998 7 ; Graham and Whelan, 2007) but even the title of the government report -We will Remember them -could not avoid using an 'us'/'them' framework. Like civil society initiatives, this report makes a strong argument for the importance of dealing with the significant human cost of the political conflict in terms of lives lost and the suffering of the victims' families as a result (Bloomfield, 1998) . However, the problematics of bringing about healing and reconciliation at a social level, the application of psychological discourse and concepts to collective social experiences, the relationship between institutional and vernacular remembering, and the sociological factors influencing this process are not interrogated as much as one might expect in these state and civil society projects (Tavuchis, 1991; Hamber, 2007; Saito, 2006) . Notwithstanding this, they point to the mobilisable potential of memory in settled times of peace as much as in unsettled times of conflict and violence and how the past is an important terrain for the working out of normal democratic politics in societies fractured along long-standing ethno-national lines. In the Northern Irish case it may well be that engaging with past will become more rather than less important in the relatively new politics of peace.
The Bloody Sunday Memorial: A History 8
As the organiser of the original march at which the thirteen civilians were killed, NICRA 9 was the major memory choreographer 10 and took upon itself, in consultation with the victims' families, the task of memorialising the tragic events of January 30, 1972. What was surprising about this project, in the light of the deeply divergent and polysemic meanings that Bloody Sunday evoked in later political contestation between NICRA and Sinn Féin, was how uncontroversial and straightforward it was. While there was some critical comment in the letters to the editor pages in the pre-construction phase, once the memorial was built it evoked little debate although it was a key site at which NICRA put forward its construction of the meaning of the event. Consistent with Zolberg's findings, the passage of time has fashioned more consensus about the memorial (Zolberg, 1998) .
The Belfast-based NICRA had a branch structure and the key figure within the Derry branch of NICRA who was behind the memorial was Bridgit Bond 11 . In contrast to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (Zolberg, 1998) , little time was wasted in putting plans in place for erecting the memorial to Bloody Sunday. The February edition of NICRA's newsletter, just a month after Bloody Sunday, announced the establishment of a memorial fund to raise money for the design and construction costs and was non-committal about what shape it would take:
The Executive of the Civil Rights Association have opened a fund to enable Irish people all over the world commemorate those who died for democracy in Derry.
The exact form the memorial will take has yet to be decided and the Executive are to canvass public opinion and in particular the people of Derry as to the best form the memorial should take. The Executive feel that the memorial should be the most suitable possible and suggestions are invited from any source willing to contribute viable ideas. Subscriptions for the memorial have already begun to arrive at the NICRA Office in Belfast. The first subscription came in the shape of a 5 pound note from a lady who preferred to remain anonymous (NICRA bulletin, February 13, 1972 , LHNIPC, NICRA box 2).
Letters were sent out inviting contributions from the public for the Derry Memorial Fund as this letter addressed to the people of Ballyhaunis, Co. Mayo, illustrates:
The Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association is hoping to erect a permanent monument to the 14 Civil Rights Marchers who were brutally murdered in Derry on 30 th January 1972. In order to do this we will need at least 1000 pounds and we will need this within the next few months. We have already received financial support from the people of Ballyhaunis and we hope that you will continue to support this fund. We expect the Derry Memorial Fund to remain open at least until April to enable us to collect the necessary amount to erect the monument (LHNIPC, NICRA box 15) NICRA replied to Ballyhaunis CRA (Civil Rights Association) thanking it for its contribution to the Derry Memorial Fund. The letter went on: 'unfortunately the response to this fund has been very low, we only have several hundred pounds at present and we need at least 1,000 to pay for the stone and its transport from Dublin to Derry' (LHNIPC, NICRA box 15). Other smaller donations came from Harrow NICRA in Middlesex, England. NICRA thanked the sister organisation for its contribution adding 'we still do not have enough to pay for the monument yet but we hope to be able to pay for it within 5 or 6 months' (Letter, NICRA to Harrow NICRA, February 21, 1973, LHNIPC, NICRA box 15).
In July 1972, DCRA (Derry Civil Rights Association), the Derry branch of NICRA, announced its intention to hold an open competition for the design of the memorial in an article in a national newspaper which helped to assure the project's 'national' legitimacy and establish its shared ownership (Moriarty, 1997; Gregory and Lewis, 1988) . The Evening Press newspaper quoted a spokesperson for DCRA as saying that 'talks regarding the site have already taken place and no snags are expected. We are also holding a competition for the design of the memorial and entries should be submitted before September 30' (Evening Press, July 21, 1972: 6) though the absence of any explicit rules about the design was noteworthy. The regional executive of NICRA also asked any interested group or person wishing to make a contribution to the memorial fund to send it to NICRA's headquarters in Belfast.
Suggestions were received from the public like this one from Michael Armstrong, an Irish emigrant living in Australia. Without an accompanying photograph, one can only imagine its visual form from this written account: I suggest that 13 marble stones be erected in a large circle each bearing the name of a victim. These marbles should be coffin shaped and in the national color of green and perhaps should have red streaked through to denote 'Bloody Sunday'. In the middle of the circle a plaque could be erected giving some details of that fateful day. It is to be preferred that these marble coffins be five to six feet high with plenty space between them each so that people can come and pay their respects (Letter, Armstrong to NICRA, n.d., LHNIPC NICRA box 5).
Another suggestion came from an anonymous citizen's letter to the Derry Journal entitled 'A Garden of Remembrance' proposed the form that this memorial should take and its location while noting the fervent interest in commemoration in the south of Ireland:
When one drives through the South of Ireland one can only be impressed by the wayside shrines commemorating Ireland's glorious dead. Ours in the past have only had their names enshrined on memorials and tombstones where they lost their lives fighting for an empire that held our country in thralldom and subjection. Now 13 of our brother Derryman have redeemed our inglorious past by their supreme sacrifice and it is right and fitting that we should honour their memory by the erection of our memorial, a garden of remembrance.
We have the perfect spot in the open space facing Free Derry Corner, the proposed traffic island which is there. This would have the two-fold purpose of honouring our dead and perpetuating Free Derry Corner, where our great struggle started, a struggle which has been seen now by the whole world (Derry Journal, February 8, 1972: 6) 12 .
Sculptor Cecil King, designer of a number of other public sculptures in Dublin and Washington, D.C., wrote to the Belfast-based NICRA with his proposal for the memorial. Closely resembling Michelangelo's famous Pietà, it took the form of a bronze statue of three people -one laying died on the ground and another holding the dead body of one of the victims. King sent two photographs of a small-scale model of his proposed memorial with a cover letter to NICRA and asked their consideration of it 13 .
At the November meeting of DCRA, the minute book records that 'it was reported that an eight foot plinth mounted on a four foot pedestal would be the form of the memorial to those who died on Bloody Sunday.'(Minutes of meeting of regional executive of DCRA, November 5, 1972, Bridgit Bond Collection, Derry City Council Archives, Derry, Northern Ireland).
But in addition to deciding upon the memorial design, the question of the site upon which it would be built was also on the Corner. This location was invested with symbolic meaning because it was here at an already made concrete structure that some of the victims died and others took cover from the shooting. Crucially, the site makes a strong claim on vernacular collective memory because of its explicit linkage to the historical event (Jordan, 2006) . As one informant elaborates in detail, 'in those days where the monument was actually sitting there was a structure of a sort in relation to a sort of a type of structure in such a way that took away the blandness of the area so they put what was known as tree-penny bits in there and what they were I think there were three structures in the shape of an old three-penny bit I don't know ever remember that -it is like a hexagonal shape, you know, and those structures actually saved people that day. People took cover behind those when the Paras were firing and actually within the three-penny structure where the monument sits at the present time, internally there are bullets embedded in that.' conference, the rededication to the struggle for democracy and organizing the vigil. As part of this discussion it was agreed that the only fundraising collection that would take place at the commemoration would be for the memorial and it was agreed that only books The memorial when completed will be at Speakers' Corner where it is envisaged that freedom of speech and political affiliation will be enjoyed. The site will include an eight-foot plinth mounted on a four-foot pedestal which will bear the names of the Derry Martyrs. Once the present struggle is over and freedom and justice obtained the names of all those who have died will be contained within the completed site (Civil Rights, January 14, 1973) . In preparation for the unveiling, a crane was hired to erect the memorial and a cover was placed over it. Crash barriers were erected around the memorial to protect it and vigilantes kept it under observation at night (NICRA memo, LHNIPC, NICRA box 24).
The unveiling by Bridgit Bond of the DCRA, announced nearly three weeks earlier in a NICRA notice in the Derry Journal (Derry Journal, January 11, 1974: 9 
The March
From this year on, the memorial became a stopping-off point at the annual commemoration. Divested of its political origins and 'transformed into the image of the people' (Savage, 1997: Derry Corner, at which each sought to seize the discursive field and exert control over the meaning of Bloody Sunday in a way that in the early 1970s created a fragmented commemoration with each memory choreographer organizing its own remembrance events competing for the ideological allegiance of northern nationalists. The Bloody Sunday memorial, a product of NICRA, became a carrier of peaceful meanings, epitomised by its inscription and the dove of peace emblazoned on it, that was contested by an alternative interpretation, coming from more militant Irish republicans, emphasising violent political action. Banners carried on the march and the discourse at the rally at the end of it expressed this violent message.
From the mid-1970s on, Sinn Féin invoked Bloody Sunday as a symbol of British injustice and nationalist's victimized status within the union. Political symbolism at Sinn
Féin organized marches emphasized republican grievances and were used to mobilize popular support for the key republican goal of a united Ireland. NICRA, on the otherhand, sought to promote a democratic discourse by emphasizing the ideals of peace and non-violence for which the Bloody Sunday victims died and by seeking to drain the commemoration march of any political or militant content and to make it a solemn and dignified 'time to remember' (Conway, 2007; Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002: 37) .
Transforming a Difficult Past
For the first twenty years or so, the Bloody Sunday memorial received virtually no June 11, 1996: 15) . US Senator Edward
Kennedy laid a wreath at the memorial during a visit to the city in January 1998 (Derry Journal, January 13, 1998: 27) followed by a wreath-laying a few days later by the Cllr. Nelis's intervention was important from the standpoint of collective memory because it brought into the public domain, for the first time, the question of ownership of the memorial and whether it was, or ought to be, part of the history of the city reported in tourist guidebooks, key mediators of tourists' navigation of time and space (IrwinZarecka, 1994) . By raising the crucial question of to whom the memorial belonged, what was at stake here was how the city of Derry presented itself to itself and to outsiders. By omitting the Bloody Sunday memorial and Free Derry Corner from the official tourist mapping of the city, it could be argued that the city planners sought to construct an image of Derry as a bright, shiny and new city, one that has jettisoned its difficult recent past, a past that tourists would be reminded of by being directed to these two sites of memory (Yoneyama, 1999 ). Yet for those groups that oppose British rule in Ireland, such as Sinn Féin, the memorial was an important year-round symbol of this unresolved, and increasingly usable, controversial past.
A third important change was reflected in the attempt of memory choreographers to fix the meaning of the memorial more than the original inscription had done and to promote a consensus about its interpretation consistent with the vernacular nationalist memory of the event. Around the time of the 25 th anniversary, a number of members of the BSJC decided to upgrade the memorial by redoing the inscription, adding a garden, brick wall and railings around the perimeter in the style of a memorial garden, and, importantly, a plaque at the entrance. This was done because it was felt at the time that the memorial was bland, that it had been allowed to become untidy and run-down, and that the victims deserved a better memorial 34 . As one memory choreographer put it, 'we felt that it didn't amount up to what the dead and injured deserved to be truthful. You know it was pretty bland. Very, it didn't look right.' 35 The iron railing, as Warner puts it, symbolically sets apart 'the social boundaries of the sacred dead and the secular world of the profane living' (Warner, 1959: 280) . The emblem or logo of the BSJC is emblazoned on this railing. One of the dove's wings is inscribed with an oak leaf. Bloody Sunday is inscribed at the top and 72 at the bottom of the logo.
The most noteworthy aspect of the change was the plaque. For almost thirty years the memorial existed without it as much out of a preference for simplicity than indifference to the dead. The plaque's narrative is set against the iconic photographic image of the lorry that led the march bearing the Civil Rights Association banner and is 'dedicated to all those throughout the world who have struggled, suffered imprisonment and lost their lives in the pursuit of liberty, justice and civil rights.' Given its significance, the script is worth quoting at length:
On January 30 1972, a massive British military operation in Derry's Bogside ended in the murder of thirteen unarmed civil rights demonstrators and the wounding of fifteen others -one of whom died later of his injuries on 16 June.
The Lord Chief Justice, Lord Widgery, was appointed by the British government to hold a Tribunal of Inquiry. When his report was published eleven weeks later, it exonerated the British army. The people of Derry felt betrayed. The Widgery report was branded a whitewash by human rights groups throughout the world.
On 3 October 1972, Lieutenant Colonel Derek Wilford, Commanding Officer of 1 Para, the regiment most responsible for the massacre on Bloody Sunday, was awarded the OBE for services to Queen and country.
Bloody Sunday was a watershed with catastrophic consequences for the peoples of Ireland and Britain: it removed any remaining confidence in the judiciary, the police and the government.
The passage of time has not dimmed the memories or the trauma of those who marched on Bloody Sunday for civil rights and an end to internment. For those who lost loved one, the hurt is particularly ingrained.
A debt of justice and truth is still owed to the victims, the bereaved and to the people of Derry.
The British military, the British judiciary, the British government and the Stormont regime 36 -all must accept responsibility for Bloody Sunday and its consequences. Only then can the wounds of that day finally be healed.
This narrative is significant for a number of reasons. It has a moral, didactic purpose, as the storied landscape does in anthropologist Keith Basso's work (see Feld and Basso, 1996) , to teach people 'never again'. It also attempts to channel people's interpretation of the memorial in a particular direction, to anchor its meaning in accordance with the vernacular nationalist memory especially for a new generation with no lived experience of the event and for new publics coming to visit the site with increasing frequency. Significantly, the psychological idiom of 'trauma' appears in the inscription. In addition, it clearly points to the perpetrators as well as the victims of the event which the official memory has tended to blur.
It is unlikely that this would have happened without the active and energetic efforts of memory choreographers on the BSJC who took it upon themselves to heighten the symbolic importance of Bloody Sunday around the time of the 30 th anniversary commemoration which was marked by a surge of interest in and visibility of Bloody Sunday. As one memory choreographer put it, 'the families are the people who look after it. We've been involved over the last, since 1992 really, in dealing with the monument itself and looking after the monument. At one time it was just a plain piece, it was just the monument itself sitting on top of a three-penny bit itself, the structure itself, but if you look at it now it has the garden, it has the railings…and we done that three years ago I think it was that we decided to upgrade the monument…we done it for the 30 th anniversary…that's when we done it. And we decided to upgrade the monument itself.'
37
The project to upgrade the memorial was initially taken up by a small cadre of memory choreographers who discussed the matter among themselves and then enlisted the support of others with valuable skills. One entrepreneur explains the process he and two other allies went through: '…we went and talked to people, and raised funds for it, and put it together…so it wasn't a straightforward situation of you know…right we will do this…what it was really at the end of the day, because we decided to do it, between the three of us… as a matter of fact the first we did was they we got a local businessman in the city…a builder, and he started off…'
38
The growing power of memory choreographers was linked, and it could be argued, was given expression in the British government inquiry established to rewrite the official memory of the event and the media attention this inquiry attracted helped to raise public awareness about Bloody Sunday generally, so that the past was brought into the present more often and in more intense ways than before even if some would have preferred if it was over and done with. The informant continues by elaborating the memorial's resonance with new publics:
but then, as I say, on the 30 th anniversary we decided to put up the railings and we decided to put plants and all that sort of stuff so…in other words to upgrade because thousands upon thousands of people from all over the world visit that monument every year…and we thought it was only right and fitting that they should see a monument that was deserving of the people who died on Bloody Sunday…so it lay like that for twenty years in an ordinary state of affairs till we came along…the families came along, within the campaign…and we more or less took over.' 39 Crucially, the decision to upgrade the memorial was linked to the memorial becoming a site of tourism registering its capacity to resonate with a global constituency as well as its salience 'within the campaign' aimed at exerting moral and political pressure on the British government to establish a second inquiry into the events of January 30, 1972, explicitly linking the commemoration to the ongoing public inquiry which received widespread coverage in the local media.
Reception of the Memorial
NICRA, as memory choreographer, was successful, as we saw earlier, in planning and eventually building the memorial on Rossville Street. But this is not the whole story.
What of the memorial's reception after its initial construction and unveiling? The success, or not, of memory work turns on whether it resonates with an audience. I think it is actually a very sad occasion…and I think sometimes you nearly feel uncomfortable there…not that anybody makes me feel uncomfortable…sometimes you feel…it is a very private and personal thing for the families…but your there…your showing support and your…your…you've got your own thoughts and feelings about it but…there is something about it I can't quite say…I just think it is a very sad occasion…a very emotional occasion for those people especially and everybody around them…and the minute's silence…at the actual time that the shooting started…on the 30 th of January…you know the march is on the nearest Sunday…the minute's silence on the anniversary itself…that is very eerie…it seems to me the whole Rossville Street…the whole Bogside nearly comes to a standstill…'
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For others closely aligned with Sinn Féin, the memorial service at the monument evokes little emotion and carries a weaker meaning compared to the annual march but the act of laying wreaths at the memorial during the march does have significance: 'I would say the march is only part of the commemoration…but it is in one sense the most meaningful…because it is the biggest and because it is a public statement and…but…personally I think it is the march…and specifically the march where they lay the crosses on the monument…I find that quite moving…significant moment…the march itself…the wreath-laying…is obviously very significant to the families…the whole wreath-laying on the morning…that was the most significant…I would also see the commemorative events during the week as significant…' 41 For this respondent, Bloody
Sunday is commemorated in multiple 'spaces to remember ' (Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002:. 40 ) including a week-long programme of events and activities including seminars, exhibitions, discos, table quizzes, lectures, video screenings and so forth in the week prior to the commemorative march and memorial service but each one reinforces rather that undermines consensus around the event.
The memorial's meaning, then, is shaped by its relationship to other sites of memory, particularly the annual commemorative march. But in recent times the area in and around the memorial has become a veritable memorial landscape (Graham and Whelan, 2007) with new memorial spaces commemorating the Hunger Strikes, civil rights protest marches, and other significant events in the community's past. The location of these sites of memory adjacent to the memorial helps to elevate it among a bundle of significant historical events in the collective narrative of the city's nationalist population.
All of these sites of memory depend on the presence and willingness of memory choreographers to assert the claim these events have on vernacular nationalist collective memory, their ability to make them resonate with a wide if sometimes limited constituency, and to negotiate with city government, local residents, and paramilitaries around the rights to and ownership of the land upon which they are built. Additionally, almost all of these sites make strong claims to authenticity and historical realism, being positioned on the spot of, or in close proximity to, the events commemorated. The
Rossville Street murals, for example, commemorate such things as the civil rights struggle and the Bogside in Derry city was the crucible within which this movement was played out.
Conclusion
Vinitsky-Seroussi's analytical framework that distinguishes between fragmented and multivocal commemoration has a good deal of theoretical purchase and has clearly improved our understanding of the different forms commemoration can take and the factors that account for this variation in meaning-making and interpretation of the past Because it paid little attention to -and was fundamentally at odds with -the vernacular nationalist memory, Luke Gibbons describes it as an example of 'history without the talking cure' (Gibbons, 1998) . 6. The Hunger Strikes refer to the strategy of refusing food employed by Irish republican prisoners during the 1980s in protest at the denial of their 'political' status -as against criminal status -in the eyes of the British government. For an interesting theoretically sophisticated account of this from an anthropological standpoint, see Feldman (1991) . 7. The Bloomfield report is available online at:
http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/issues/victims/docs/bloomfield98.pdf 8. This history draws on Conway (2005) . 9. For a history of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association, see Purdie (1990) .
NICRA and Sinn Féin engaged in competing claim-making around the event, Sinn Féin emphasising it as an example of the injustices of British rule, and NICRA focused on the Bloody Sunday dead as a metaphor for the continuing struggle for peace and democracy in Northern Ireland (see Conway, 2007 for more detail). The British army defined the event as an example of nationalist civil disobedience and claimed that their killing of thirteen marchers was warranted by the fact that they came under fire. 10. The term 'memory entrepreneur' tends to be used in the collective memory literature to denote people who take it upon themselves to memorialise and commemorate the past. Memory entrepreneurs can be state officials, civil society groups, politicians, public intellectuals, journalists, historians, artists, business people, and so forth. Some scholars are troubled by the 'entrepreneur' label because it seems to suggest that the past can be remembered in ways that benefit some groups over others or in ways from which 'profit' can be gained (Jordan, 2006, p. 199) . To overcome this, some sociologists such as Vinitzky-Seroussi prefer the term 'agents of memory ' (Vinitzky-Seroussi, 2002) . I prefer the term memory choreographer and use it throughout the paper. 11. Bridgit Bond was a 'significant personality' (Gregory and Lewis, 1988: 219) behind the planning and securing of institutional support for the memorial. She was born in Derry in 1926 and died on the 29 th January, 1990 (Derry Journal, February 6, 1990 . A former shirt factory worker, she was co-founder of the Derry Housing Action Committee (DHAC) in March 1968 and a long-time civil rights activist. The DHAC, a 'loose group of freewheeling radicals' (Purdie, 1990, p. 184) , was a broad church of socialists and republicans that advocated for better housing for Protestants and Catholics alike (see McCann, 1993) . Significantly, an appreciation written after her death in the Derry Journal foregrounded her role in erecting the Bloody Sunday memorial: 'The Civil Rights monument in Rossville St., erected to honour the memory of those murdered on Bloody Sunday (30-1-72), was unveiled by Bridgit Bond and her name is engraved on the memorial. Of all those who struggled for civil rights, none was more deserving of this honour than her' (Derry Journal, February 6, 1990, p. 10) . She is one of the 'wise women hidden from history' in Nell McCafferty's account of the Maiden City (see Bell, Johnstone and Wilson, 1991, pp. 58-60) . She famously led the DHAC in a sit-in in the Guildhall in 1969. Her last public appearance was at the unveiling of the Bloody Sunday memorial. She remains, however, one of the largely ignored and unsung heroes of the civil rights movement in Northern Ireland, whose life and work, in my view, is deserving of more serious scholarly study. Bridgit Bond was a civil rights activist. Nell McCafferty, in the preface of a collection of some of her writings, said of Bridgit Bond that she 'started the fight for Civil Rights when it was neither fashionable nor popular' (McCafferty, 1984, p. 7) . A former member of DCRA described her as 'an incredible…incredible human being…and a very liberated woman…Bridget really was civil rights in Derry…on reflection it was amazing because she was a female…which was amazing…it was a very male period…and when Bridget spoke everybody listened' (Interview with author, January 31, 2005) . He went on to say that 'unfortunately Bridget died before anybody really got a significant interview…she had so much to tell' (Interview with author, January 31, 2005) . 12. NICRA's proposal to erect a non-inflammatory memorial to the Bloody Sunday dead gave rise to some comment in the letter pages of the Irish Times. Rev. John Morrow, Presbyterian Chaplain at Trinity College Dublin, stated: 'In several letters to the The Irish Times I have pleaded with those responsible for this memorial to consider the possibility of erecting it to the memory of all who died in Derry (that is if it must be erected at all). To this the response has been entirely negative.' Rev. Morrow went on to criticize NICRA for playing the 'commemorative game' governed by selective remembrance: 'Could I ask the N.I. 22. This curious feature of the memorial was not given much attention by memory entrepreneurs when I asked them about its design. It may be explained by the fact that the membership of NICRA came from both the Protestant and Catholic communities although it was predominately Catholic. 23. See Jane Leonard's discussion of Irish world war one memorials (Leonard, 1986: 59-67). 24. The British army, as would be expected, did not approve of the wording of the memorial's inscription that permanently reminded people of its malevolence and culpability. The army made representations to the then mayor of Derry, Raymond McClean, reportedly expressing its indignation at the normative inscription that the dead were 'murdered' by British paratroopers. Mayor McClean advised the general that the inscription would remain as it was, as any attempt to change it would be met with public disapproval (Interview with author, 19 August, 2004) . 25. Interestingly, this inscription was used in NICRA's public notices about their commemoration and reinforced in its rhetoric in the 1970s. 26. In 1979, a republican newsarticlereport that 'wreaths were laid at the foot of the small monument erected by the grieving people of Derry in memory of their 14 martyrs' (An Phoblacht/Republican News, February 3, 1979: 7, my emphasis) elides the political origins of the memorial. 27. See Spillman and Conway, 2007. 28 . In 1989, the Bloody Sunday Commemorative Committee (BSCC) publicly accused the police force, the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC), of vandalizing the monument and of intimidating young people who were carrying out physical maintenance work at the monument. The BSCC claimed that one of the names of the dead, Gerald Donaghey, had been covered with the slogan Ulster Volunteer Force, a reference to the loyalist paramilitary organization abbreviated as UVF (Derry Journal, January 24, 1989: 3 (Trouillot, 1995: 13) 
